as the literature currently portrays it, can perform lateral Conclusions: The neurogenic network is robust to inhibition. Simple models encapsulating the barest eschanges in parameter values, which gives it the flexibility sential facts of the neurogenic network (the Dl/N interacto make new patterns. Our model also offers a possible tion) succeed under certain conditions in differentiating resolution of a debate on the role of lateral inhibition in cells with initially similar levels of Dl and N (e.g., [6]). cell fate specification.
Figure 1. Models of the Neurogenic Network Used in Neural Specification in D. melanogaster
A graphical summary of the experimental literature on neural specification, which our model represents mathematically. Ovals represent mRNAs, rectangles represent proteins, and hexagons represent protein complexes. Diamonds containing plus signs indicate constitutive expression of N and DA where we have not diagrammed, but have modeled, the intermediate mRNA concentrations. Though not diagrammed, all gene products decay with parameter-specified decay rates, except SU(H), which we modeled as cycling between two states with no production or decay. Our augmented network model includes the black, green, and red connections. Our standard network model includes the black and green connections. Our reduced network model includes the black and blue connections such that SU(H)/N directly inhibits production of ac and sc with all E(SPL) products absent in that version. We adopt the following convention to distinguish between reality and model: as in the Drosophila literature, "ac" and "Ac" refer, respectively, to the achaete gene and its protein product; whereas, in referring to the model, "ac" and "AC" refer to the nodes in our model that represent achaete mRNA and protein.
embryos and imaginal disks. Figure 1 shows our summented network (which adds the red connections) indicate that these may indeed be important. Our reduced mary of the core genes, their products, and their interactions. In crafting Figure 1 , we approached the modelnetwork eliminates intracellular negative feedback from AC and/or SC to suppress ac and sc transcription (blue building process as a biochemist approaches in vitro reconstitution; by adding to the system piece by piece, connections replacing red and green connections and their E(spl) hub). Such a simplified network could have we hope to figure out how each design feature contributes to the function of the essential core network. We functioned in a precursor to the Drosophila network since the similar process of anchor cell specification in rationalize our choice of this diagram in the Supplementary Material available with this article online, with a the worm Caenorhabditis elegans appears to take place without E(spl)-like genes or function (X. Karp and I. synopsis as follows (Below, "ac" and "Ac" refer to the real achaete gene and its protein product, whereas "ac" Greenwald, personal communication) (though the C. elegans version is likely derived). and "AC" refer to corresponding nodes in the model):
Delta (Dl) is a ligand for the receptor Notch (N). When We explored three spatial patterning functions with each network (Figure 2 ). The first was lateral inhibition, Dl activates N, a cleaved-off cytoplasmic piece of N binds to the transcription factor Suppressor of Hairless leading to a separation in states between two neighboring competent cells, as in a related network in C. (Su(H)), and that heterodimer activates Enhancer of split (E(spl)) complex genes. The proneural genes achaete elegans [4] . We started two cells with different concentrations of ac and sc products and tested whether, within (ac) and scute (sc) encode transcription factors that actually specify neural fate. Both Ac and Sc are autoacti-300 min, the initially higher cell achieved a high concentration while the other turned off AC (see the legend of vating and cross-activating: they promote their own, and each others', transcription. Thus, the proneural genes Figure 2 ). The second test asked the central cell in a group of seven to "win", inspired by SOP-forming clusconstitute a bistable switch at the heart of the neurogenic network. They also activate transcription of E(spl) ters in an epithelial sheet [7] . The third test asked a double line of cells to refine to a single line, very roughly and Dl. E(spl) in turn represses transcription of ac and sc. Thus, the loop works as follows: something activates mimicking the pattern seen at the margin of wing imaginal disk [8] . We made and ran all models using our ac and/or sc in the neural-competent cluster. They upregulate Dl, whose product activates N in neighboring Ingeneue software [1, 9], a general-purpose program for modeling genetic networks. These tasks are intended cells, which, through Su(H), activates E(spl). E(spl) represses ac and sc in those neighboring cells. To achieve to be stereotypes that abstract many biological phenomena rather than accurate mimics of any one case, a neural fate, a cell must upregulate ac and sc enough that their autoactivation overwhelms E(spl)-mediated reand we designed them to insure that the network must use lateral inhibition in order to succeed. All files needed pression due to neighboring cells signaling through N.
We constructed three different models of the network to recreate our results (as well as the Supplementary Material accompanying this paper) are available at in Figure 1 , which we call "augmented", "standard", and "reduced". The standard network includes all compowww.ingeneue.org. nents and interactions shown in , but also of dozens of parameters specifying the strength, rate, and functional form of each connection. did we initially, but our results below regarding the aug-so we instantiated networks by sampling values randomly from within broad but biologically realistic ranges [1, 9] . Any set of randomly chosen parameter values that allows the model to pass some functional test we call a "solution".
All three models exhibited lateral inhibition in the 2-cell test, but the standard model had a much lower frequency of solutions than the augmented model, while the reduced model had the highest solution frequency of the three (Table 1) . By this naive measure, the reduced model seems the most robust of the three. However if p is the probability of picking a "good" value for each parameter independently, we expect that the solution frequency for models with equivalent robustness per parameter would scale as p^n, where n is the number of parameters. p is highest for the augmented model (Table 1) . That measure makes the augmented network most robust. All three networks could also mediate lateral inhibition between a central neural cell and six surrounding cells (7-cell pattern, Figure 2) , with similar solution frequencies as for the 2-cell pattern ( Table 1) . As with the segment polarity network [9] , cooperativity (Hill coefficients Ͼ 1) in transcriptional activation and repression is essential for the network to function (Table 1) . In many neurogenic tissues, when the winning cell is removed early in the patterning process, a cell originally destined for a nonneural fate replaces it. We took parameter sets from our 2-cell test in the augmented network and removed the presumptive winner at a point at which concentrations of proneural genes in the loser were beginning to drop toward zero. We found parameters in which the presumptive loser could recover at that point each of the focal cells. For all three networks, we found solutions that were robust to this noise (Table 2) . Similarly, both the augmented and reduced networks can The reduced, standard, and augmented versions of the select a single winner with very little initial bias in the network have 53, 63, and 69 such parameters, respecprepattern by amplifying small amounts of noise (Table  tively . Asking whether the network can do lateral inhibi-2). Solutions for the reduced network were more likely tion amounts to asking whether there exist values for to tolerate noise than solutions for the others. Since all these parameters that enable the network to pass any networks can pass our tests, the results in this and of the three tests in Figure 2 . We have practically no idea the previous paragraph provide no evidence for which network is more likely to be an accurate representation what appropriate values for these parameters would be, We added a constitutive input (with tunable paramethe 2-cell pattern, the success rate with the 7-cell test ters determining that input rate) to the dl promoter in also increased more than 100-fold. We found a similar our augmented model to produce the broad distribution result with our model of the segment polarity network of DL observed in early embryos. We found solutions in (G.v.D., unpublished data). Thus, both the neurogenic which this model still passed our 7-cell test (Table 1) We might expect that the neurogenic network, or some only in the winner. In some solutions, however, DL exancestral version, evolved originally to perform just one pression attenuates very slowly, persisting in all cells of patterning behavior. Over time, the evolutionary process the cluster long after only the winner expresses AC/SC. coopted it to perform novel functions. This path would This latter behavior is more consistent with experimental seem easier to travel if the network with a single set of reports of Dl expression in embryos: Dl concentrations parameter values could pass each of our tests simply differ little among the NB, its neighbors in the cluster, by starting from different prepatterns (initial conditions). and cells outside the cluster [11] , and Dl mRNA concenWe found this to be true for the augmented network. trations begin to differ only after NB selection is comMany of the 2-cell solutions also enable the network to plete [12] . These observations support a different view pass the 7-cell or line tests; a large fraction could form all of neural specification in which neurogenic genes inhibit three patterns (Table 3) of offspring sets at passing our tests generally correlates with the frequencies of finding solutions through a random search of parameter space ( Table 1) . As with ranThe Shape of the "Working Region" dom sampling, the recombination success rate was of Parameter Space much higher among solutions found within the restricted Clearly, simple but realistic representations of the core parameter ranges. These results confirm the robustness neurogenic network can accomplish classic lateral inhiof the networks and hint that the restricted parameter bition. Given the large number of parameters in each ranges contain a region in which almost all recombinamodel, random sampling within a huge box in parameter tions would be successful. space produces solutions with extraordinarily high freTo test that latter prediction, we devised another meaquency, indicating that the neurogenic network is robust sure of robustness, which we term "mutational expanto changes in parameters. From a biological perspecsion", by adding an evolutionary component on top of tive, however, this statistical measure is a crude characrecombination. We imagine that a single founder soluterization of parameter space. We could get such results tion set of parameters expands by simulated mutations from a single broad basin of good parameters, a skinny into a population of individuals who all recombine with crevasse that snakes around parameter space, many each other randomly to produce successive generasmall, disconnected neighborhoods, or anything in betions. As more generations go by, more mutations arise, tween. These differences would have important biologiand the spread of values for each parameter in the popucal consequences, both for robustness of the network as lation will grow larger. We want to find out how large a it exists today and for the ability of evolution to navigate spread in parameter values the population can tolerate parameter space. We explored these shapes in three before the within-population recombination success ways. We first used a traditional sensitivity analysis to rate drops too low (below 90% mating success) (see show that most parameters can vary by over an order the Supplementary Material). of magnitude around the typical solution (see the SupWe tried this procedure on approximately 25 randomly plementary Material). We now propose two new measelected "founder" parameter sets found within the full sures to quantify genetic network robustness in more parameter ranges ("widely selected sets") and 25 found biologically meaningful terms and reveal the shape of within the restricted parameter ranges ("narrowly sethe functional territory.
lected sets") (cartooned in Figure 5A ). After completing In nature, different solutions are blended through rethe mutational expansion procedure on each, we meacombination during sexual reproduction. We tested rosured the average ratio between the highest and lowest value for each parameter within the population. This measure will be highest when the volume in parameter space covered by the population is wide in all dimensions (along all parameter axes). Using this measure, we found that parameter sets from the full parameter ranges generally expanded into populations that spanned much smaller volumes than those found in the restricted range (Figures 5B and 5C ; cartooned in Figure  5D ). The largest volumes spanned over an order of magnitude on average for each parameter, a truly enormous range considering the difficulty of the test. How do these populations (parameter space volumes) relate to each other? To answer this, we recombined parameter sets from each population with those from the other populations. The mating success between narrowly selected populations often approached the mating success within a single population ( Figure 5D caption) . The mating success between a narrowly selected tions snaking away from this area within which solutions are also common, but these are separated by regions in which solutions are rare or nonexistent.
Discussion
The Neurogenic Network's Robustness Leads to Evolutionary Flexibility Most efforts so far to explore realistic models of gene networks show robustness to parameter variation, e.g., [ 1, 16-18] . The core neurogenic network also exhibits enormous robustness to variation in parameters as well as robustness to noise in initial conditions. Furthermore, the neurogenic network model reveals a fundamental relationship between robustness and evolvability. We tested the model's ability to perform three distinct functions. Some parameter sets enable one or another function; however, the existence of parameter sets enabling all three functions means that once the network is tuned to do one of those tasks, say, the 2-cell choice task, the parameters are free to vary, only because of the network's robustness, into the subspace in which the model could also make the 7-cell and line patterns. This would not be the case if the network was not robust for all three functions; thus, in this case, robustness confers flexibility (Figure 4) .
We don't claim that this model accounts for every context in which these genes are deployed by developing embryos. In particular, we don't believe the model can account for more complex pattern-formation tasks, such as the production of regularly spaced bristles, in which mutations in components of this network change the spacing. To produce robust longer-range patterns, we think this lateral inhibition model must be joined with either a mechanism for long-range cell-cell communication (such as Dl diffusion [19, 20] or, as suggested by an anonymous reviewer, long-range filopodial contacts) and/or a mechanism by which N/Dl signaling could feed back on a spatially varying prepattern. The model we present here seeks to reconstitute the canonical lateral inhibition phenomenon from the known facts of the coupling between N/Dl signaling and the proneural genes; something is still missing from our picture, since the known facts seem to us inadequate to explain largerscale patterning processes. 
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